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Battery subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90, 191
confidence interval, 73, 183
contribution to spacecraft failure, 79–81
cycling, 66, 182
depth of discharge, 66, 182
failure by orbit, 188
failure modes, 80
health scorecard, 173
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 110, 121, 184
nonparametric reliability, 73, 183
time to anomaly and failure, 93
transition probabilities, 110
Weibull model, 76, 110

Box plot, 32

Censoring,
classes, 11
definition, 11
Kaplan-Meier estimator, 15
left, 11
multi-state failure analysis, 101–3
random, 11
reliability analysis, 11–12, 15–16
right, 11
type 4, 11

Communication subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
health scorecard, 170

multi-state failures, 109, 119
time to anomaly and failure, 96
transition probabilities, 109
Weibull model, 109

Confidence interval,
analysis, 17–20
dispersion, 19
Greenwood formula, 18
multi-state failure analysis, 103
normal assumption, 18
spacecraft reliability, 18

Control processor subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73
contribution to spacecraft failure, 79–81
health scorecard, 170
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 109, 119
nonparametric reliability, 73
time to anomaly and failure, 96
transition probabilities, 109
Weibull model, 76, 109

Database,
censoring, 10–11
completeness, 10–11
data collection, 11
description, 10
Design lifetime, 47
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Electrical distribution subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90, 191
certainty interval, 74, 183
tribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
failure by orbit, 188
health scorecard, 174
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 110, 121, 184
nnonparametric reliability, 74, 183
time to anomaly and failure, 93
transition probabilities, 110
Weibull model, 76, 110

g Electrical power subsystem (EPS),
see also Battery subsystem,
Electrical distribution subsystem
and Solar array subsystem
anomaly severity, 86–90
nference interval, 73–4, 183
tribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
cyling, 66, 182
failure by orbit, 185–6
 failure description, 193
health scorecard, 173–6
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 110, 121–2,
184
nnonparametric reliability, 73–4, 183
operational constraints, 182
time to anomaly and failure, 93–4
transition probabilities, 110
Weibull model, 76, 110

Expectation-Maximization algorithm,
35

Extreme value distribution,
log-likelihood function, 29
maximum likelihood estimation, 29
probability density function, 29
reliability function, 29

Failure rate,
definition, 54
GEO communication spacecraft, 157
spacecraft, 56

reliability determination, 54
roller-coaster, 157

Fractionation, 131

Graphical estimation, see Probability
plot

Goodness of fit, 32–3, 37–42, 49–51,
52–5, 62, 77, 111–13, 158–9

Greenwood formula, 18

Gyro subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
nference interval, 73
tribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
health scorecard, 168
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 105, 109, 111–15
nnonparametric reliability, 73
stochastic Petri net model, 118
time to anomaly and failure, 91
transition probabilities, 105, 109, 111
Weibull model, 76, 109, 111

Hypothesis test,
log-rank, 60, 188
Wilcoxon, 60, 188

Infant anomaly, 92–94, 167
Infant degradation, 115, see also Infant
anomaly and Infant mortality
Infant mortality, 6, 17, 24, 31, 37, 43,
47, 49, 52, 56, 60, 63, 65, 75–6,
80, 92–4, 115, 156–9, 167
causes, 6
subsystem, 75–6, 80
testing, 63

Kaplan-Meier estimator,
asymptotic normal property, 18
derivation, 15–16
maximum likelihood estimator, 18
multi-state failures, 102–3
standard deviation, 18
ties, 16
variance, 18
Kaplan-Meier plot,
definition, 16
multi-state failures, 104–7
spacecraft reliability, 17

Likelihood function, see also
Maximum likelihood estimation
censoring, 28
definition, 28
log-likelihood function, 29, see also
Log-likelihood function
mixture distribution, 35
Log-likelihood function, see also
Maximum likelihood estimation
definition, 29
extreme value distribution, 29
gradient, 29, 36
Hessian, 29
mixture distribution, 35
Weibull distribution, 29
Lognormal distribution
parameters, 33
probability density function, 33

Maximum likelihood estimation,
derivation for Weibull distribution,
28–9
description, 27–8
general derivation, 28
likelihood function, 28, see also
Likelihood function
log-likelihood function, 28, see also
Log-likelihood function
maximum likelihood estimate, 28
maximum likelihood estimator, see
Maximum likelihood estimator
optimization, 28, 34–6
Maximum likelihood estimator,
asymptotic normal property, 18
Kaplan-Meier estimator, 18
Mixture distribution,
definition, 33–4
likelihood function, 35
log-likelihood function, 35

maximum likelihood estimation, 34–6
parameter estimation methods, 34
probability density function, 35
reliability function, 35
Weibull distribution, 34
Multi-state failure analysis,
censoring, 101–2
dimension damnation, 104
Kaplan-Meier estimator, 102
maximum likelihood estimation, 108
parametric modeling, 108
states, 97, 100
stochastic Petri net, 110
ties, 103
transition diagram, 100
transition probabilities, 109–10
verification and validation, 109
versus reliability analysis, 113
Weibull modeling, 108

Nonparametric estimation,
advantages, 23
censored data, 11–12
complete data, 13–14
Kaplan-Meier estimator, see
Kaplan-Meier estimator limitations, 23
Normal probability plot, 41–2

Orbit,
eclipse, 66, 182
GEO, 57
LEO, 57

Parametric modeling,
maximum likelihood estimation, see
Maximum likelihood estimation methods, 23
probability plot, see Probability plot
Payload subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73
INDEX

Payload subsystem (Continued)
contribution to spacecraft failure, 79–81
health scorecard, 172
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 109, 120
nonparametric reliability, 73
time to anomaly and failure, 95
transition probabilities, 109
Weibull model, 76, 109

Petri net,
definition, 129
directed arc, 129
dynamic properties, 129
enabler arc, 130
inhibitor arc, 130
marking, 129
place, 129
static properties, 129
stochastic, see stochastic Petri net
token, 129
transition, 129

Probability plot,
advantages, 26
definition, 25
limitations, 27
normal probability plot, 41–2
Weibull plot, 25

Product-limit estimator, see
Kaplan-Meier estimator

Reliability,
binary concept, 83, 97
complete data, 13–14
definition, 1, 4
empirical function, 13–14
extreme value distribution, 29
failure rate determination, 54
GEO communication spacecraft, 152
iid, 13
Kaplan-Meier estimator, 14–16
mixture distribution, 34
nonparametric, 9
parametric, 23
probability plot, 25
stochastic Petri net, 129, 139
test bed, 149
ties, 14
Weibull distribution, 24
Reliability engineering, 1–4
Resiliency,
definition, 126
versus survivability, 127
Solar array,
anomaly severity, 86–90, 192
confidence interval, 74, 183
contribution to spacecraft failure, 79–81
corrosion, 181
cycling, 66, 182
failure by orbit, 188
health scorecard, 162, 175–6
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 110, 122, 185
nonparametric reliability, 74, 183
time to anomaly and failure, 94
transition probabilities, 110,
Weibull model, 76, 110
Space environment,
arcing, 65, 181
corrosion, 65, 181
drag, 65, 181
electromagnetic interference, 65, 181
electrostatic discharge, 65, 181
galactic cosmic ray, 66, 181
plasma, 65, 66, 181
radiation belt, 66, 181
single-event, 66, 182
solar particle event, 66, 181
upper atmosphere, 65, 181
Space-based network
domination, 131
survivability, 142, 146
Spacecraft,
budget, 5, 63
complexity, 44, 65
cost, 5
COTS, 63
design lifetime, 47
failure causes, 7
GEO communication, 151
GEO platforms, 160
launch rate, 5
mass, 44, 46
mission, 5
multi-state failures, 97
packaging density, 64
redundancy, 64
reliability, 5
shielding, 64
state of health, 80, 149
stochastic Petri net, 136
Subsystem, 72
Subsystem failures, 7, 71, 83, 97
survivability, 128, 142
testing, 63
Statistical significance,
hypothesis test, 60, 188
level, 60
p-value, 60
Stochastic Petri net, see also Petri net
definition, 129
for survivability, 131
Monte Carlo simulation, 131,
140–1
verification and validation,
138–40
versus Markov Chain, 131
Structure subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73
contribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
health scorecard, 171
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 109, 120
nonparametric reliability, 73,
time to anomaly and failure, 95
transition probabilities, 109
Weibull model, 76, 109
Subsystem, see also individual
subsystems
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73–4
contribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
failure concentration ratio, 163
health scorecard, 168–77
infant anomaly, see Infant anomaly
infant mortality, see Infant mortality
multi-state failures, 97
nomenclature for, 72
nonparametric reliability, 73–4
time to anomaly and failure, 90–6
Weibull model, 76, 109–10
wear-out, see Wear-out
Survivability,
definition, 125–6
framework, 128
Markov Chain, 131
modeling tools, 128
network, 125, 128, 142–3
recoverability, 125
space-based network, 128, 142–3
spacecraft, 128, 142–3
stochastic Petri net, 131
Subsystem states, 135
susceptibility, 125
system states, 133, 135
versus resiliency, 127
vulnerability, 125
Telemetry, tracking, and command
subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 74
contribution to spacecraft failure,
79–81
health scorecard, 177
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 107, 110,
117–18
nonparametric reliability, 74
time to anomaly and failure, 95
Telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (Continued)
transition probabilities, 107, 110
Weibull model, 76, 110
Thermal subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73
collection to spacecraft failure, 79–81
cycling, 66, 182
health scorecard, 171
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 109, 120
nonparametric reliability, 73
time to anomaly and failure, 95
transition probabilities, 109
Weibull model, 76, 109
Thruster subsystem,
anomaly severity, 86–90
confidence interval, 73
collection to spacecraft failure, 79–81
health scorecard, 169
maximum likelihood estimates, 76
multi-state failures, 104, 106, 109, 111–12, 115–17
nonparametric reliability, 73
time to anomaly and failure, 91
transition probabilities, 104, 106, 109, 111
Weibull model, 76, 109, 111
Wear-out, 6–7, 24, 37, 48, 51–2, 56, 60, 64, 92–3, 156–9, 167
Weibull distribution,
equivalent extreme value
distribution, 29
failure rate, 24
flexibility, 24
graphical estimation, 25
maximum likelihood estimation, 28–9, 34–6
mixture distribution, 34
parameters, 24
probability density function, 24
probability plot, 25–6, see also
Weibull plot
reliability function, 24
Weibull plot,
definition, 25
GEO communication spacecraft, 156, 160
spacecraft reliability, 25
thruster subsystem, 75